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A 
anger, 71 
aspiration, 87 
aspiration for awakening joy, 62 
Atisha, 31 
attachment, 76 
attacking, 91 
Avalokiteshvara, 100 
aversion, 76–77 
 
B 
bodhichitta 

compassion, 49–53 
conditional, 6 
defined, 4 
enemies of the four limitless qualities, 75–80 
enhancing the training in joy, 67–68 
equanimity, 69–73 
excellence of, 3–8 
five strengths to awaken, 87–88 
forgiveness, 81–82 
four limitless qualities, 37–40 
genuine heart of sadness, 4 
groundlessness, 99–104 
heightened neurosis, 105–108 
the in-between state, 119–122 
joy, 61–66 
laziness, 89–92 
lojong slogans, 31–36 
loving-kindness, 41–48 
meditation, 23–30 
paramitas, 93–98 
principles of human existence, 17–22 
the spiritual friend, 113–118 
strength, 83–88 
tapping into, 9–16 
tonglen, 55–60 
unconditional, 5–6 
when the going gets rough, 109–112 

body awareness, 25–26 
 
C 
certainty, illusions of, 12–13 
clear seeing, 27–28 
closing down, 43 
comfort orientation, 89–90 
coming back to this moment, 32–33 
compassion, 23, 37–40, 49–53 

cruelty, 79 
enemies of, 77, 79 

idiot compassion, 77, 78–79 
imagining beings in torment, 49–50 
overwhelm, 77–78 
pity, 77 
practice, 131 
steps to cultivate, 50–52 
taking compassion out into the world, 53 

compassion practice, 131 
compassionate self-inquiry, 107–108 
conditional bodhichitta, 6, 23 
connecting with the heart, 110–111 
couldn't care less, 90 
cruelty, 79 
cultivating compassion, 50–52 
cultivating equanimity, 72–73 
cultivating joy, 62–64 
cultivating loving-kindness, 44–46 
 
D 
detachment, 79–80 
discipline, 95–96, 98 
discomfort and the liberation of old habits, 107 
drop the story line, 33 
 
E 
egolessness, 19–21 
emotional distress, experiencing, 28–29, 34 
emptiness is form, 102 
enemies of the four limitless qualities, 75–80 

attachment, 76 
aversion, 76–77 
compassion, 77, 79 
cruelty, 79 
detachment, 79–80 
envy, 79 
equanimity, 79–80 
far enemy of compassion, 79 
far enemy of equanimity, 80 
far enemy of joy, 79 
far enemy of loving-kindness, 76–77 
hatred, 76–77 
idiot compassion, 77, 78–79 
indifference, 79–80 
joy, 79 
loving-kindness, 76–77 
near enemies of compassion, 77 
near enemy of equanimity, 79–80 
near enemy of joy, 79 
near enemy of loving-kindness, 76 
overexcitement, 79 
overwhelm, 77–78 
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pity, 77 
prejudice, 80 

enhancing the training in joy, 67–68 
enlightened strategies for relating to laziness, 91–92 
enthusiasm, 97, 98 
envy, 79 
equanimity, 37–40, 60, 69–73 

cultivating, 72–73 
detachment, 79–80 
enemies of, 79–80 
hardening into anger, 71 
indifference, 79–80 
prejudice, 80 
on-the-spot practice, 71–72 
variations on hope and fear, 70 

excellence of bodhichitta, 3–8 
 
F 
familiarization, 84–85 
fantasy and reality, 35 
Finding Freedom, 13 
five strengths, 83 
forgiveness, 81–82 
form, lord of, 11–12 
form is emptiness, 101–102 
the four limitless ones chant, 129 
four limitless qualities, 37–40 

chant, 129 
enemies of, 75–80 

four methods of holding our seat, 109–112 
four stages of tonglen, 56–59 
 
G 
generosity, 94–95, 98 
Geshe Ben, 86–87 
Geshe Chekawa, 31–32 
goodness, seed of, 85–86 
groundlessness, 99–104 

emptiness is form, 102 
form is emptiness, 101–102 
The Heart Sutra, 100 
looking for ground, 15 
no ultimate answer, 103 
prajna, 101 
Vulture Peak Mountain teachings, 99–100 

 
H 
habits, discomfort and the liberation of old, 107 
habits for relating to laziness, 90–91 
happiness, 43–44 
hatred, 76–77 

heart 
connecting with, 110–111 
genuine heart of sadness, 4 
The Heart Sutra, 100 
loosening up, 46 
lord of, 90 
loss of, 90 

The Heart Sutra, 100 
holding our seat, four methods of, 109–112 
hope and fear, variations on, 70 
 
I 
idiot compassion, 77, 78–79 
ignorance, 34–35, 41 
ignoring laziness, 91 
illusions of certainty, 12–13 
imagining beings in torment, 49–50 
impermanence, 17–19 
the in-between state, 119–122 

holding the paradox, 121–122 
lost comforts, 119–120 
staying put, 120–121 

indifference, 79–80 
indulging laziness, 91 
 
J 
joy, 37–40, 60, 61–66 

aspiration for awakening, 62 
cultivating, 62–64 
enhancing the training in joy, 67–68 
envy, 79 
far enemy of, 79 
magic of the present moment, 65–66 
and meditation, 61 
near enemy of, 79 
overexcitement, 79 
rejoicing in ordinary things, 63 

 
K 
Kadampa masters, 112 
Kerouac, Jack, 27 
Kuan-yin, 100 
 
L 
laziness, 89–92 

attacking, 91 
comfort orientation, 89–90 
couldn't care less, 90 
enlightened strategies for relating to, 91–92 
habits for relating to, 90–91 
ignoring, 91 
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indulging, 91 
loss of heart, 90 
the three futile strategies, 90–91 

lhenchak, 76 
lojong slogans, 31–36 

coming back to this moment, 32–33 
drop the story line, 33 
emotional distress, experiencing, 34 
fantasy and reality, 35 
ignorance, 34–35 
Train in the three difficulties, 33 

looking for ground, 15 
loosening up our tight heart, 46 
lord of form, 11–12 
lord of mind, 14–15 
lord of speech, 12–14 
loss of heart, 90 
loving-kindness, 23, 37–40, 41–48. see also maitri 

attachment, 76 
aversion, 76–77 
closing down, 43 
enemies of, 76–77 
happiness, 43–44 
hatred, 76–77 
ignorance, 41 
loosening up our tight heart, 46 
practice, 130 
self-love, 42 
steps to cultivate, 44–46 

loving-kindness practice, 130 
 
M 
magic of the present moment, 65–66 
maitri, 24–30. see also loving-kindness 

clear seeing, 27–28 
emotional distress, experiencing, 28–29 
and meditation, 24–25 
present moment, attention to, 29–30 
steadfastness, 25–27 

Maitri Sutra, 72 
Masters, Jarvis Jay, 13, 77 
meditation, 23–30, 98 

body awareness, 25–26 
compassion, 23 
and conditional bodhichitta, 23 
and joy, 61 
loving-kindness, 23 
maitri, 24–30 
patience, 27 
restlessness, 26 
self-deception, 27 
and self-improvement, 24–25 

thinking, 27–28 
as a transformative process, 25 
and unconditional bodhichitta, 24 

methods of escape, 11–12 
mind, lord of, 14–15 
mind-training slogans of Atisha, 125–128 
mistaking suffering for happiness, 21–22 
 
N 
neurosis, heightened, 105–108 

compassionate self-inquiry, 107–108 
discomfort and the liberation of old habits, 107 
using the training against ourselves, 106 
using the training to feel superior, 106–107 

no ultimate answer, 103 
no-self. see egolessness 
not setting up the target for the arrow, 110 
 
O 
overexcitement, 79 
overwhelm, 77–78 
 
P 
paramitas, 93–98 

discipline, 95–96, 98 
enthusiasm, 97, 98 
generosity, 94–95, 98 
meditation, 98 
patience, 96–97, 98 
prajna, 94, 98 
prajnaparamita, 94 
unconditional bodhichitta, 94 

patience, 27, 96–97, 98 
peak experiences, 14–15 
pity, 77 
political correctness, 12 
practices, 125–132 

compassion practice, 131 
the four limitless ones chant, 129 
loving-kindness practice, 130 
mind-training slogans of Atisha, 125–128 
the three-step aspiration, 132 

prajna, 94, 98, 101 
prajnaparamita, 94 
prejudice, 80 
present moment, attention to, 29–30 
principles of human existence, 17–22 

egolessness, 19–21 
impermanence, 17–19 
suffering, 21–22 
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R 
regarding all that occurs as a dream, 111–112 
rejoicing in ordinary things, 63 
reproach, 86–87 
restlessness, 26 
 
S 
seed of goodness, 85–86 
seeing all obstacles as teachers, 111 
self-deception, 27 
self-improvement, 24–25 
self-love, 42 
Shariputra, 100–101 
speech, lord of, 12–14 
the spiritual friend, 113–118 

relationship with teacher, 114 
teacher and student and the meeting of minds, 115–

116 
unconditional relationship, 114–115 

on-the-spot practice, 71–72 
steadfastness, 25–27 
strength, 83–88 

aspiration, 87 
familiarization, 84–85 
five strengths, 83 
reproach, 86–87 
seed of goodness, 85–86 
strong determination, 84 
using to awaken bodhichitta, 87–88 

strong determination, 84 
suffering, 21–22 
Suzuki Roshi, 21 
 
T 
taking compassion out into the world, 53 
tapping into bodhichitta 

looking for ground, 15 
peak experiences, 15 
three lords of materialism, 11–15 

teacher. see the spiritual friend 
Thich Nhat Hanh, 101 
thinking, 27–28 
the three futile strategies, 90–91 
three lords of materialism, 11–15 

lord of form, 11–12 
lord of mind, 14–15 
lord of speech, 12–14 

three principles of human existence. see principles of 
human existence 

the three-step aspiration, 132 
tonglen, 55–60 

defined, 55 
equanimity, 60 
four stages of, 56–59 
joy, 60 

"Train in the three difficulties," 33 
transformative processes, 25 
Trungpa, Chögyam, 22, 28, 60 
 
U 
unconditional bodhichitta, 5–6, 24, 94 
using the training against ourselves, 106 
using the training to feel superior, 106–107 
 
V 
Vulture Peak Mountain teachings, 99–100 
 
W 
warrior slogans. see lojong slogans 
when the going gets rough, 109–112 

connecting with the heart, 110–111 
four methods of holding our seat, 109–112 
not setting up the target for the arrow, 110 
regarding all that occurs as a dream, 111–112 
seeing all obstacles as teachers, 111 


